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A. Answer the following questions by choosing the correct option:  1x15=15 

1. The story takes place in the planet __________. 
i. Mars   ii. Mercury   iii. Venus  iv. Neptune 
 
2. The days were filled with gush of water and ______________ showers. 
i. heavy  ii. mild    iii. misty  iv. endless 
 
3. Heavy storms caused ______________ waves to come over the island. 
i. tidal   ii. big    iii. fierce  iv. small 
 
4. This was the way of life forever on planet ______________. 
i. Mars   ii. Jupiter   iii. Venus  iv. Mercury 
 
5. Men and women came from Earth by _______________. 
i. aeroplanes  ii. rockets   iii. helicopter  iv. satellite 
 
6. They set up a civilization in this _______________ world. 
i. raining  ii. sunny   iii. rocky  iv. dusty 
 
7. The children in the school _____________ and pressed to each other like so many roses. 
i. talked  ii. spoke   iii. chattered  iv. fought 
 
8. They peered out of the window to take a look at the _____________ sun. 
i. bright  ii. yellow   iii. big   iv. hidden 
 
9. It has been raining for ____________ years. 
i. eleven  ii. seven   iii. nine   iv. eight 
 
10. The children were all ____________ years old. 
i. nine   ii. ten    iii. eleven  iv. eight 
 
11. The children learned that the sun was like ____________. 
i. a lemon  ii. an orange   iii. an apple  iv. a guava 
 
12. Today, at this moment the rain was ________________. 
i. blackening  ii. pouring   iii. slackening  iv. speeding 
 



13. The children were ______________ to see the sun. 
i. shouting  ii. dying   iii. eager  iv. crying 
 
14. Thee children had long since ____________the colour and the heat of how it really was. 
i. remembered ii. forgotten   iii. savoured  iv. devoured 
 
15. The children played in the echoing ____________ of the underground city. 
i. tunnels  ii. rooms   iii. corridors  iv. halls 
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